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BEGGARS OPERA - Opens Oct. 1- Bicentennial

W asps
(CPS)
Killer bees were just
the first of a string of new insects
which are finding homes in UM
US. Now a new species of yellow
jackets has found its niche in
urban rubbish heaps along the
east coast during late summer,
Cornell University entomologists
reported.
The wasp, new to New York in
the past two decades, is an expert
scavenger which has gathered
force in recent years. It feasts on
steak scraps, hamburger bits, ice
cream drippings and the remains
of empty soda and beer bottles.
The new wasp is an immigrant
from Europe which prefers
densely populated areas and likes
to build nests in people's houses.
The wasps hang around garbage
cans, old houses and barbecue
pits and they are more apt to
sting than ordinary honey bees,
Cornell entomologists said.

M oney
(CPS) - Many people would
gladly relieve the federal
govennent of its old currency and
solve the dollar disposal
headache. But US Treasury
officials have been looking into
other alternatives to burning the
$16 million of mutilated currency
which must be destroyed each
year.
Pulverizing
the
worn
greenbacks has been one
alternative to incineration.
Pulverized bills make good
lubricant for oil wells, good
material for roofing but only fair
mulch for grape vines.
The life of the typical dollar bill
is a short one. According to the
National Geographic Society, a
bill is usually too worn and
tattered to use after about 18
months in circulation. A $20 bill
has only a slightly longer life —
about four years of use.

A ndrogyny
(CPS) — Being a he-man or a
femme
fatale
may
be
everybody's favorite fantasy, but
for most people it is healthier to
posses traits of both sexes,
according to experiments
conducted by a Stanford
University psychologist.
"High femininity consistently
correlates with high anxiety, low
esteem and low self-acceptance,"
concluded Prof. Sandra Bern in
an article recently published in
"Psychology Today."
High masculinity has been
related to better psychological
adjustment during adolescence,
Bern added, but in adulthood it
often leads to high anxiety, high
(Continued on Page 7)

By MELISSA JOHNSTON
Wednesday. October 1, is
opening night for The Beggar's
Opera. The Dtngwood Players,
the Hampden-Sydney Jongleurs
and the departments of drama
and music have been working
very hard for the past five weeks
all for opening night. As a part of
our nation's bicentennial, The
Beggar's Opera is a satire on the
operas preceeding 1727 when the
play was written. This eventually
became what we now know of the
American Musical. Having been
written at the time of our colonial
patriots in Williamsburg, The
Beggar's Opera, in its original
context, demeaned the English
rulers of the time. These same
rulers were eventually al war
with the American Colonies
across the Atlantic Ocean after
the
Continental
Congress
declared independence in 1776.
And now, here we are, close to
1976 and in less than ten months,
the United States will have its
200th birthday. It is our aim to
entertain, to make you laugh, to
cry, to enjoy the beautiful music
of the 18th century, but also to
join us in one small part of the
celebration of our nation's
bicentennial birthday.
In the past few days, this
reporter talked to several
important people working on The
Beggar's Opera.
Anne Saunders, technical
director for the Longwood
Players, said "Everything's on

schedule! I can I believe ii. There
have been no major problems."
Anne's job is to make sure all of
the crews, including lights,
make-up, publicity, costumes,
publicity, set and house are doing
their respective jobs and to make
sure everything is on schedule.
Nancy Pomlun, assistant student
director had this to say: "I'm
excited about the show. The
actors are acting and the singers
are singing- I just can't wait for
the audience to see the 18th
century costumes and wigs. The
costumes
are
especially
impressive."
Nancy
also
emphasized that "one thing I
hope everyone realizes is that
ihis is not an opera in the style of
Carmen. The music is more in the
English ballad form
all 42 of
them!"
When asked how he thought the
show was going. Dr. Lockwuod,
director, replied, "Very well!
How can you miss when all of the
music is from the top 100 of
1727!" Dr. I»ckwood also had
said, "Miss Williams (musical
director) of the Longwood
College Music Department has
provided much of the impetus
and enthusiasm and assures us of
a
production
in
which
professionalism will be matched
by vitality. I expect this mixture
of satire and romanticism to be
long remembered!"
Dr. James McCray, conductor
of the orchestra said that "the
chamber
orchestra
has

s^sW

Mw i^^B

rehearsed for several weeks now. Molnar. Professor L'mentis al
They're different from last year Dmgwood."
in that the insturments are
When asked how she fell aboul
woodwinds. They sound like an the show, Miss Norma Williams,
15th century orchestra! Last musical director, said, 'I'm
year's was a jazz group." thrilled. When I think of UK fust
( referring to The Apple Tree) Dr. musical rehearsal and now
ihe
McCray said that the musicians cast has jusl been super!"
were responding so well despite
To conclude, Dr. Lockwood had
how young some of the members these remarks; "Thespirit in this
were. Some come to us from the group is
they're in there! Il
area high schools. Included this doesn't happen very often. They
year will be violins and a just sound professional."
harpsicord which will add a new,
That's The Beggar's Opera. II
different and very exciting flavor
(•pens
October 1 and will run
to the sound. Dr. McCray
through
Saturday, Od. 4. Curtain
concluded with this, "I want to
make it known that opening night is 8:00 p.m. each night. Students
will be the premier performance are admitted free with I. I).
for the music played and sung. It Hampden-Sydney student's
was arranged by Dr. John admission is $1.00.

Apprenticeship To Orientation Discussed
This refers to another
from one vear to the next would
By ANITA RIVARD
alternative which is being
Legislative Board has recently be good."
Some students who wish to studied. Molly explained lhat a
begun to re-evaluate its elections
proceedings
where
the remain unidentified had opinions senior chairman and a vicechairmanship of orientation is to express on the proposed chairman from the junior class
concerned. At the present time, apprenticeship program. One would be chosen in major-minor
the chairman of orientation is to junior commented; "I think the elections. This vice chairman
be elected during major-minor theory is good in that someone could then run for chairman of
elections in December. The would be experienced with orientation the following year.
elected chairman of orientation <(dentation when they became One drawback here, according to
thus becomes an active member chairman, but I definitely think Molly, is that to be most
of Legislative Board and that an election should be held for effectively carried out, "a twoautomatically becomes its the position of apprenticeship. If year committment would have to
parliamentarian. The chairman not, they could not be a voting be made" by the student
of orientations is also assigned to representative on Legislative involved. That is, she would have
the review committee of Judical Board and probably could not to serve as vice-chairman for oneserve on the review committee year and then, if elected, step into
Board.
Several alternatives have been (of Judicial Board). One possible the chairmanship.
Discussing the prior knowledge
set forth, according to Molly I^ee, flaw that would happen in this
and
experience before becoming
chairman of this year's practice is that it might be passed
orientation program. One way down from head colleague to chairman of orientation, Molly
said, "I started from scratch."
would be to have legislative head colleague."
Another student said, "I feel However, she has put a great
Board nominate a chairman and
an apprentice. The apprentice lhat an apprentice is not deal uf time and effort into
would work with the current necessary for orientation, but making the traditional scrapbook
chairman and then replace her possible a vice-chairman could which will be passed down to next
the
next
year.
This do the job just as effectively. As year's chairman. Molly said she
apprenticeship problem is in use in the three boards on campus, tried to compile "sort of a diary"
in other areas on campus, there are three chairmen and of what to do when planning
notably
the Miss longwood three vice-chairmen which are orientation activities.
Now that her actual work with
Pageant. This system would tend elected each year; so, in turn,
to give orientation a sense of this vice-chairman would be orientation is over, Molly had
continuity and, Molly said, elected by the student body. The some suggestions to make for the
being
a future. On the subject of student
"Continuity would enhance the vice-chairman
this would give the girl assistants, Molly said she would
program." She added, "we've got junior
to leave room for change, but the opportunity to run for like to see "more of their
someone who understands the chairman (the next year) with energies incorporated into
orientation." This might be
mechanics (of the program) experience behind here."

accomplished by having the
student assistants lake charge of
the concert or banquet, both of
which have been carried out by
the colleagues in the pasi.
other changes must be
considered due to the fact thai
Lmigwood will be admitting male
students next year Certain arras
of orientation such as fresh' tan
pinning and the President's
reception will have Lo be reevaluated. Molly believes that
"male students won't be willing
to participate" in certain
orientation activities as female
students would be. She said thai
the important thing about
orientation is that "somewhere
along the line" there should be
"something for everyone".
Orientation has evolved
througl. the years to include
every possible aspect of college
life. Assemblies weir scheduled
I his year with the deans and
student government officers to
give new students some basic
insights into life on a college
campus. The colleague picnic
and concert, as well as a mixer at
Hampden-Sydney served to
acquaint freshman and transfers
with social opportunities in the
area. Other socially-oriented
activities included the "Howdy
Parties," sponsored by the
(Continued on Page 7)
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The Time Has Come
To Stop Studying
One of the areas which has supposed to have been
"studied" for many years is the position of Doctor of
Medicine

on

this

campus.

Relationship Committee;

The

which

Alumni-Student
consists of both

students and alumni, voted last semester to suggest
the abolishment of the position of doctor as it is on this
campus. As of yet, no feasible response has been
received on that particular proposal.
The Sexuality Forum that was held on September
10 also invoked reaction from the students in this area.
Dr. Bruford who was one of the speakers at the Forum,
suggested that possibly a gynocologist could be obtained from the residents at the Medical College of
Virginia. These

residents could

visit

Longwood

periodically.
This is one area of concern, unlike the bookstore,
which is essential to the well-being of all the students
on campus. Possibly one reason for the procrastination
as far as constructive action being done in this area is

J ud icia I Boa rd
Dear Editor,
The Judicial Board of
Longwood College is looking for
new and more effective penalties
for Honor Code offences. As of
now we have a Campus, Judicial
Probation, and can recomme.-d
suspension.
Campus is confinement to the
immediate college grounds and
the local churches. Students may
not socialize with male guests.
Judicial Probation indicates
that a student's conduct was
questionable. It serves as a
warning against any other such
conduct. Any other involvement
in such matters will affect
further punishment. Parents
may be notified.
Cases which Judicial Board
recommend as suspension are
put up before the Review
Committee which consists of the
Dean of the College, the Dean of
Students, Vice-Chairman of
legislative Board, Chairman of
Orientation, and the faculty
chairman of the Presidents
Advisory Committee. It also
serves as an appeal committee
for decisions rendered by all
student boards.

As you can see we are in great
need of penalties in between a
campus and Suspension. Any
information or suggestions you
have
would
be
greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Rachel Jolly
Judicial Board Chairman

H ike For H ope
Phi Mu's Hike for the medical
ship HOPE, held last Saturday,
September 20, was a huge
success. The hikers began under
sunny skies at 9:15 a.m. at the
Farmville Armory and continued
until they reached the five-mile
turning point on Route 628, where
they turned and hiked five miles
back to the Armory. Checkpoint
stations, consisting of a card
table with water, goodies donated
by women from the Farmville
Methodist Church, and friendly
Phi Mus made the hike extra
pleasant. The Phi Mu hikers were
accompanied
by
several
dedicated youngsters from area
elementary and junior high
schools. All hikers had several
sponsors who had pledged to
donate at least 10 cents per mile

for every mile hiked. Total
pledges
amounted
to
approximately $275.00.
All the hikers walked the entire
ten miles, and were surprised at
how easy it seemed. Knowing
that the hike was for a good
cause, and having such pleasant
people to talk to while walking
made it especially nice.
Nevertheless, the Farmville
Armory looked mighty good to
the hikers as they walked those
last steps. At the end, there was
an added reward waiting for the
hikers - five $5 and $10 gift
certificates from area merchants
for the person with the highest
total pledges, the youngest hiker,
and the first three hikers to finish
the ten miles. As a whole, the hike
was a great experience, and the
Phi Mu girls are seriously
considering making the HIKE for
HOPE an annual event.
Anyone still wishing to donate
money for HOPE may do so by
contacting Marcie Helmke,
Debra Langston, or Debra Mero
at 392-6891, by sending the
donation to Box 1118, Longwood
College, or by stopping by the Phi
Mu Chapter Room on Fourth
Floor, Stubbs. All donations will
be warmly received and greatly
appreciated. ByDEBRAMER0

concerned, is that the administration does not realize
the number of students that are involved and the in-

Commentary: Need For More Class

tensity of the situation.
If one wonders why so many students go to the

Representatives On Legislative Bd.

infirmary when the doctor is there, they must consider
the fact that during those hours, classes are in session,
and signing your name on the infirmary sheet is the
easiest way to be excused from class.
The fact remains that students are concerned, and
they feel that some type of positive action should be
taken.

Granted, economically, Longwood could not

hire a full-time gynocologist, but why can't measures
be taken to possibly secure one from MCV, as Dr.
Bruford suggested, for even two days a week.

ROTUNDA
Established 1920 ffm

By KAREN FOSTER
Legislative Board recently
voted on and passed a new
regulation which will increase
from two to four the number of
representatives from each class.
This issue then has to be voted on
by the student body as a whole in
the next Major-Minor election
before it can be implemented.
An obvious advantage of this
new policy lies in the fact that the
classes will now enjoy better
communication with the Board.

The increase should also serve to the past.
Perhaps further changes could
more evenly distribute the weight
of responsibility on the class del- even be more beneficial.
Dormitory representatives could
egates.
In the past there has been some be elected. Or representation by
difficulty
in
interesting class population could be
logwood students in running for implemented. Until such time,
the Board's elective offices. The however, legislative Board is
increased number of Board making strides toward improved
members will place more communications with students.
students closer to these positions
and will hopefully add incentive.
Since most of those in elected
posit'ons on Legislative Board
PUBLICATIONS
rise from representatives, the
new policy will serve to set up
more prospective officers. We
NEED
should, in the future, continue to
have leadership at least as good,
if not better, than we have had in
YOUR
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Various L.C. Ghosts Prove Interesting Research
By Ellen Cassada
What do Tabb, South Ruffner,
Stevens, French, Jarman and
Curry have in common?Ghosts.
That's right, ghosts. Or at least
that's the way the stories go.
Every year sees a revival of
ghost tales, and this year is no
exception.
People have begun researching
these tales, and many have been
disproved. Some have not. One of
the most widely told stories is of
Ms. Tabb's fiery death. As the
tale goes, what used to be an old
Tabb dorm caught fire one night,
and Ms. Tabb failed to escape.
Witn a little digging, though, one
can find that the building burned
in 1938, six years after Ms. Tabb's
natural death. So it would seem
highly improbable that someone
already deceased would perish in
a fire of any sort.
Then there is the story of a
fireman killed in that same fire.
There is no record of any
fireman, or anyone for that
matter, burning in Tabb.
Third floor South Ruffner has
an interesting ghost. It seems one
Longwood Lady of long ago
discovered that she was
pregnant, and unable to bear the
horror of it all. she hung herself
in her room. Near fear, though,
because no one has been able to
substantiate this Ude either.
One room on third floor French
is situated directly across from
the funeral home, and rumor has
it that this hall is equipped with a
ghost, also. There have been
times when occupants of the
room felt a strange presence in
their midst, and supposedly an
alumnus returned years after her
graduation to warn those in the
room about this ghost. The
occupants already knew.
Perhaps one of the strangest
and as of yet disproved tales is of

the night Chi walked to French kidney failure secondary to her
and condemned a girl for some burns. Her ghost, theory has it,
misdeed. Upon awaking to see watches over the present Stevens
objects in white sheets peering building to see that a careless
over her bed, shining a light over accident such as the one she was
her, the girl had a heart attack. burned in never happens again.
Many say she died, but records Supposedly on October 31 of each
do show that she had a weak year, at midnight one can
heart and was startled to the perhaps see a flame shooting
point of having an attack. It goes from the roof of Stevens to the
without mention that Chi never roofs of North Cunningham,
walked into a room in the middle Grainger, Jarman, Wheeler, and
of the night without ample back to Stevens, as a sign of her
presence.
warning again.
There are many stories that
After the burning of the
building near the present Tabb, say there is no death record for
the new dorm was built. During Miss Stevens. Students who
the construction, a story has it researched the event found
that a man was somehow reports of her death in a 1945,
plastered between some walls, Rotunda issue, in a town
and his ghost remains today. newspaper, and in the December,
Some say that his image can be 1945 issue of the Alumnae
seen in a bathroom mirror newsletter. They assumed that
between 2 and 4 a.m. some the alumnae news was correct,
mornings. No records show that a and searched for her records
construction worker reported on using dates given by the
the job one morning and failed to newsletter. Nothing could be
found. Closer study found that the
return home-ever.
Stevens
has
the
most newsletter contained the wrong
interesting and continuing ghost. dates, and when the newspaper
Before the present Stevens dates were used, records were
building was constructed, science found. Some consider it a strange
classes were held in what is now coincidence that the wrong dates
officers in Ruffner. During a lab, were given.
To make
the story more
a student was careless with an
alcohol burner, and a fire started. interesting, some say that girls
In order to save the building, have twice held seances in
Miss Stevnes grabbed the Stevens late at night. Hearing
burning object and began footsteps, they decided to
running out of the building. The investigate. As they went up the
alcohol spread over her, and with steps, they heard the footsteps
the alcohol came the flames. behind them. As they went down
Several students threw her on the the steps, the footsteps were
ground and began battling the above them, almost seeming to
flames, and Miss Stevens freed follow them wherever they went.
In recent years, several were
herself and began running again.
Students reached her once again, rehearsing late one night in
and put out the fire. Miss Stevens Jarman. Two people went under
was taken to the hospital the stage, and several were left at
immediately. This occurred July the lights and sound equipment.
21,1945, and she died October 31 One of those under the stage
of that year from pneumonia and heard footsteps on stage above
and assuming they belonged to
the second person who was to be
Mid-Term Estimates Used To
working under the stage, called
for her to come downstairs. The
partner was already downstairs.
Find English Deficiency
Looking on stage, there was an
easy chair with a man sitting in it
When Longwood College without being cited by two who looked like the painting of
faculty turn in their mid-term instructors.
Students may remove a Dr. Jarman hanging in the
estimates this semester, they will
auditorium. He sat there as they
be asked to submit the names of deficiency report by taking a watched, but disappeared when
students in their classes who are special examination prepared lights were turned on. There were
deficient in the use of written and graded by the College's witnesses to this ghost, and no
English. A separate sheet for the English Proficiency Committee explanation has been given as of
deficiency report, which is to be which is composed of an elected yet.
returned to the Dean's Office, faculty member from each
Another unexplained incident
will be attached to the grade department. The test will be happened also in recent years in
forms. Previously, faculty given on Thursday, Nov. 13, at 1 a freshman dorm. One night, a
members have turned in p.m. in Room 108 Grainger. It girl saw an object move across
communication deficiency will be given again during the her room — by itself. Another
reports at any time during the spring semester on March 25.
The faculty committee has night, this same girl was
semester.
awakened by a feeling of being
If two or more faculty appointed two of its members as strangled. She could not move
members report a student as counselors to assist students with her arms up or down, and she was
being deficient in English at mid- the help they need to improve unable to move or scream for
term, that student will be placed their use of the language. The some time, until the presence
on communication deficiency. If counselors for this year are Dr. went away.
only one faculty member reports Judy Johnson, of the Physical
"You can feel some presence in
a student, the other instructors of Education Department, and Mrs. the building when you're in the
that student will be notified Phyllis Groneweg, a member of halls late at night," one student
before the end of the semester the faculty of the Campus School. stated.
The requirement that all
and they will be asked for a conCurry also has a ghost — or so
students
who graduate from
firmation of the first report. No
the
tale goes. As it was in the
student can be given a Longwood College must meet process of being completed, a
communication deficiency certain standards in their use of workman fell from the roof to hi >
English was instituted last year.
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in a glacier, then
tha*>ed it outf
Were... try itT

LC.'s HALLOWED HALLS....

death. This has not been
researched, so it is still just a
tale. Who knows, though?
The Student Union is going to
sponsor a Freak Week in the near
future, complete with horror
movies. Two experts in the fields
of haunted houses and ghosts will
talk several nights. Students plan
to ask this couple for their
opinions on the possibilities of the
ghosts, especially the ones in
Stevens, Tabb and Jarman.
Hopefully they will agree to go
over these buildings and consider
the chances that they house
ghosts.
Traditions are a major part of
Longwood, and ghosts are
probably as much a part of these
traditions as anything else.
Freshmen are deluged with tales
of hanged girls and men
plastered in the walls, but
probably as more of an
orientation scare tactic than
anything else. Most of the ghosts
can and have been disproved, but
there are always those few that
no one can seem to analyze. It
seems highly unlikely that
anyone could have hung herself
without anyone's finding out
before it happened, and it is even
more unlikely that a construction
worker could have been plastered
in the wall. That would have
taken an extremely strange

person to plaster on top of a coworker.
Many students have at various
times done research into
I/ongwood's ghosts, and possibly
in the future some can get
together and make an intense
study of all the tales and write up
their findings so future people
can benefit from the research. To
date, nothing has been written
about the ghosts. All has been
done more or less to see what
could be discovered. Kvery
freshman class hears the tales,
and some possibly are truly
frightened by them. If there are
any ghosts, and there is always
that possibility, where are they?
Are they good or bad? Male or
female? Who knows, maybe
Longwood has been coed for
many years, with males living on
girls' halls'.' It's an interesting
thought. If there are ghosts, let's
find out about them; maybe even
try to contact them. With the
experts coming on campus soon,
let's lake advantage of them.
Longwood could become famous.
Supernatural beings are modem
topics of discussion. Let's find out
about the ones on this campus.
Maybe they can be used to benefit
Ihe students, but certainly not to
scare them into creating more
tumors and more tales. The truth
needs to be found.
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Oktoberfest Plans Reach Final Stage
OKTOBKKFKST is the name
and Animation is it's game. The
skits this year will be humorous
and different due to the
animation that was added to both
the Red'i and the Green's skits.
The topic of animation was
mentioned a couple times last
year but it never went past that.
It was the chairman's decision to
place their skit under the
animation classification and all
four were obviously ready for a
change.
The skil title for the Red and
White's this year is "All Wound
I p " According to Senior, Red
and White Chairman, Maureen
Ryan she stated, "The general

theme is about a German clock
shop. Through both, the
customers and clocks, we can see
how time means something
different to everyone." Maureen
also added that there is a great
deal more emphasis put on
costumes this year by the Reds.
The Red and White Cast are:
Donna Adams, Debbie Tucker,
Audrey Griliches, Kathy Daffron,
B.J. Allen, Julie Willard, Doris
Boitnott, Reth Tannen, Debbie
Baird, Debbie Squires, Brenda
Wile, Sally Rennie, Amy
Trimmer, Liz Barch, Lynn
Wmgfield, Mary Corbin, Karen
Kimbrough, Penny Webb, Jessie
Schaefer, 'Irish Smith, Cindy

Brammer, Jackie Hall, Sandy
Williams, Paula Frazier, Libby
Ostrou, Pat Warriner, Cheryl
Rowland,
Betty Grizzard,
Rebecca Gee, Vickie Easter,
Jody Custer, Mary Meade
Saunders, Kathy Carson, Judy
Adams, Lynn Sullivan, Anne
Hunt, Joann Wells, Robin
Havens, Gloria Avery, Cherie
Atkinson and Karen Carlson.
The Green and White's are also
ready with their animation and
the title of the skit is "Do You
Have The Key?" Mandy Crisp,
who is the Junior Chairman, says
the theme of their skit is, "to use
your imagination to see and
appreciate the world around

you." As far as the Greens'
costumes, Mandy stated that
'they are really different and
complicated."
The cast of the Green and
White's are: Pam Bessler, Patsy
Miller, Mary Jo Wade, Lori
Allev. Cathv Powell, Billie
Brightwell, Dixie Hurd, Bene
Blake, Alice Paxton, Roxanne
Fox, Kathy Riggins, Mary Berl,
Sue Rible, Robin Hines, Lynn
Walton, Mary Trainer, Tinia
Grove, Willa Jean Derbin, Kelly
Miller, Kiane Jones, Linda Dulp,
Betsey Hopkins, Debbie Joyner,
Laurie Hoffman, Elise Cantey,
Leslie Boatwright, Bonnie
Gheen, Dathy Arthur, Cheryl

Sams, Sharon Jones, Donna Van
Derveer, April Trew, Diane
Henry, Claire Baxter, Gimmy
Byrd, Lou Davis, Janet Findly,
Sandy Frey, Jeanne Webb, Terri
Williams, Linda Woodbury,
Sharon Cadmus and Connie
Reynolds.
Now that the cast is ready to
practice, the chairman's are
eager and nervous for the
opening night, and Geist has
worked really hard. All we need
now is a great audience to
appreciate the efforts by all.
Remember one thing - Whether
you are a red and white, a green
and white, blue and white or a
brown and white, there's a place
for you in OKTOBERFEST '75.
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Mr. Meshejian Investigates The
Properties Of Pyramids
By BRENDA CHISHOLM
Whether a person has a
scientific mind or not, they
should consider the experiments
in Stevens, the science building,
very interesting. Mr. Wayne
Meshejian, Assis'ant Professor
of Physics, has currently been
experimenting
with
the
properties of a pyramid.
Mr. Meshejian has made three
pyramids out of plexiglass and
held together by glue. The first
one broke and was too short, the
second one broke in one of the
drama classes, and the third one
was too tall. Mr. Meshejian has
built one of the pyramids to exact
Egyptian measurements. These
measurements he found in the
journal Scientific America,
which was recorded by someone
who had witnessed the building of
an Egyptian pyramid.
One experiment Mr. Meshejian
has done concerning the unusual
properties of a pyramid dealt
with dividing rods. A pair of
dividing rods can be made even
with coal hangers, and by holding
them loosly in your hands, while
crossing over water, the rods will
either cross one another or they
will separate and spread out. In
his experiment, Mr. Meshejian,
using dividing rods, crossed over
an area and registered no
response on the rods. He then set
a pyramid down on that area for
one minute and got a reaction.
After picking the pyramid up, a
reaction was still evident over
thai area for several hours.
Another experiment consisted
of placing an apple under a
pyramid, under a beaker, and in
the open air. The apple under the
pyramid dried up in twenty-four
hours and had a dried apple taste.
The apple under the beaker took
one and a half weeks to dry up,
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REVISED SCHEDULE
OKTOBERFEST CALENDER OF EVENTS
OCTOBER 10TH
7:30 p.m.

Skits

Jarman

OCTOBER 11TH

while the apple left in the open air
dried up in forty-eight hours and
had a fermented taste.
In contemplating these and
many other properties of a
pyramid, certain questions are
raised; like was it actually the
embalming
process
the
Egyptians used to preserve their
dead, or had they discovered and
utilized a property of the pyramid
which is still really unknown to
us. Another area which deserves
some thought is why the
Egyptians spent so much time
and man-power to build such
elaborate structures for the
simple purpose of providing a
burial place.
Mr. Meshejian also built a
receptor to pick up signals sent
from two satellites. His reason
for doing this was that it is a lowcost means of producing weather
pictures. He was able to receive a
picture of the latest hurricane to
hit this part of the country.

9:00-11:00 a.m.

Alumni Registration and Coffee

Beside Dining Hall

9:30 a.m.

Coffee For Parents

ABC Rooms

10:00 a.m.

Parents Meeting

ABC Rooms

10:00-5:00 p.m.

Sidewalk Art Show

Behind Library

11:00-2:00 p.m.

German Smorgasbord Picnic

Wheeler Mall

1:15 p.m.

L. C. Concert Choir And
Camarada Singers

Jarman

2:15 p.m.

Opening of Midway

2:30; 3:00; 3:30; 4:00

H20 Club Water Show

Pool

2:30, 4:00

One-Act Play

Tabb Circle

2:30 p.m.

Hockey Game (L.C. vs. Cavilers)
Color Rush

Her Field

3:00-4:00 p.m.

L.C. Co. of Dancers Concert

Jarman

4:00-5:00 p.m

Young Alumni Cocktail Party

I-ongwood Estates

4:30-5:30 p.m.

Parents Social Hour

Alumni House

5:15-6:30 p.m.

Dinner

Dining Hall

7:30 p.m.

Skits

Jarman

After Skits

Alumni CHI Walk

Colonnade

After CHI Walk

Reception

Downstairs Dining Hall

Salary Average Benchmarks, Effective September 1,1976

fb977-78

1975-76

9976-77

2035O

21600

23050

18825

20050

21325

17300

18U25

19600

17700
17250

18850
18350

20050
19525

15025
15025
16800
15900
16800
16075
I6350
16800
16800

15975
15975
17875
16900
17875
17195
17375
17875
17875

17OO0
17OO0
19025
17975
19025
18200
18500
19025
19025

16600

17675

18800

15625
Richard Bland College
Virginia Community College System 15625

16625
16625

17675
17675

INSTITUTION
COMPREHENSIVE DOCTORAL GRANTING
INSTITUTIONS
University of \irginia
(general faculty)
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and state University
LIMITED DOCTORAL GRANTING
INSTITUTIONS
Virginia Commonwealth
University (general
faculty)
The College of William
and Mary
Old Dominion University
COMPREHENSIVE AND LIBERAL
ARTS COLLEGES
Christopher Newport College
Clinch Valley College
George Mason University
Longwood College
Madison College
Mary Washington College
Norfolk state College
Radford College
Virginia State College
Purpose Institution

Virginia Military Institute

Governor's Release Increases
Saleries For L.C. Professors

(BASED ON 9/10-MONTH FIGURES)

Special

Wednesday, October 1, 1975

Two-Year and Community Colleges

The state's new Consolidated
Salary
Authorization
for
Teaching and Research Staffs in
Institutions of Higher Education
has been released by Governor
Mills E. Godwin, Jr. This study
was made by compiling the
authorized faculty salaries from
each institution. When all these
statistics were in, the average
salary for each was listed. These
salary averages were for the
1976-78 biennium. The governor's
authorization that is dated Sept. 9
and goes into effect on July 1,
1976, reports the authorized
averages for faculty salaries at
longwood College are $16,900 for
1976-77 and $17,975 for 1977-78.
This compares with the 1975-76
average which is $15,900.
The use of a type of
"benchmark" system helped to
formulate the figures for each
institution.
Under
this
"benchmark" system, peer
colleges and universities are
chosen for each institution from
across the country. The faculty
salary levels from these peer
institutions are then averaged
and this averaged figure is used
to decide upon a "benchmark"
for the development of the
individual
institution's
authorized
average.
The
responsibility for determining
the peer group under this system
is the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia.
According
to
the
accompanying chart, longwood
College's authorized faculty
salary averages for the next
biennium ranks tenth among

institutions in the state.
Eongwood's salary figures
resemble the figures of the other
institutions in the state in
showing an approximate Y.i per
cent increase from the previous
'benchmark" figure from 1975-76
to the 1977-78 authorized
average figures.
The main purpose in compiling
these authorized faculty salary
figures is so the individual
institution will have some type of
basis for then state budget
requests. Governor Godwin
indicated, however, that these
authorized
faculty
salary
averages are only an objective
and are not a complete guarantee
that the institution will receive
these funds.
By
1977-78
Eongwood's
authorized
faculty salary
average which is then predicted
at $17,975 will have increased by
$2,075 over the 1975-76 figure of
$15,900.
When ranked with the other
comprehensive and liberal arts
colleges in Virginia, Emgwood's
figures for 1977-78 show that, with
the exception of Christopher
Newport College and Clinch
Valley College, the salaries are
the lowest. Madison College and
Radford College's authorized
salary is $19,025 - a $1,050
increase over I »ng wood's faculty
salary
averages
Mary
Washington College's salary
average is $18,200 which is a $225
increase as compared with
I/ongwood's authorized faculty
salary averages

.
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SELECTED WORKS FROM
THE PERMANENT
COLLECTION OF THE
ROANOKE FINE ARTS
CENTER
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GALLERY HOURS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
9a.m. to 12noon and 1 to
5p.m.; SATURDAY AND
SUNDAY, 2 to 6p.m.

ft

Printmaker Jessie Shefrin To
Conduct Program - Oct. 9

Bedford Gallery
October 1-31.1975
LONGWOOD COLLECE/FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA 23901

*J

Six Freshman Selected To Perform
In First Music Department Recital
Six freshmen music majors
were selected to perform on the
first music departmental recital
which was held in Wygal Recital

Hall on August 28. Members of
the freshman class auditioned for
this honor during the summer
and were chosen by the

department chairman, Dr.
James McCray. Those who
performed were Susan Bernard,
flute; Marie Carter, piano;
LuAnn Gilmer, soprano; Susan
O'Brien, piano; Janet Truitt,
soprano; and Kenita Walker,
soprano.
This recital represents the first
time that the department has had
an all-freshmen recital at the
beginning of the semester, and it
is anticipated that it will become
a new tradition at Longwood
College.
At the conclusion of the recital,
a Freshman Piano Award, which
was established this year, was
presented. This year's recipient
was Ms. Marie Carter, of
Hampton, Virginia; she received
an honorarium of $500.00 and is
designated as the freshmen
accompanist. She will be
responsible for most of the vocal
and instrumental students in the
freshman class during this year.

VIRGINIA NATIONAL
BANK
Farmvillc, Va.
Two Convenient Locations
• Longwood Office
Across from Farmvillc
Shopping Center
• Main Office
Corner of Third &
Main Streets
We Welcome Student
Accounts

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK
FARMVILLF VA.

As part of a series of Visual
Awareness Lectures offered by
the
Virginia
Museum,
Printmaker Jessie Shefrin will
conduct a special program here
on "Looking at Prints,"
Thursday, October 9.
The program is sponsored
locally by the Central Chapter of
the Virginia Museum and the Art
Department at I^ongwood College
and will be held in Bedford
Auditorium at Longwood.
In her presentation, Miss
Shefrin will differentiate the
visual nature of prints resulting
from various printmaking
techniques such as woodcuts,
etching, lithography, and silk
screen, and discuss the artist's
relationship to the history of
printmaking, as well as the
special visual qualities of the
mediums.
The artisit is one of three
specialists presenting similar
programs throughout the state
this season under the Virginia
Museum's auspices. The other
programs deal with photography
and drawing and all are designed
simply to promote a greater
undertstanding of these art
forms.

Last season Miss Shefrin
conducted
a
month-long
residency
program
in
printmaking
for
the
Charlottesville-Albemarle
Chapter of the Virginia Museum.
She earned her B.F.A. degree
in printmaking from Alfred
University in Alfred, New York;
participated in an independent
study program at the Whitney
Museum in New York, and
earned her M.F.A degree in
lithography from the University
of New Mexico in Albuquerque.
She is currently an instructor
at Alfred University and has
exhibitied her work widely,
including shows in Philadelphia,
Delaware, New Mexico and New
York. In addition, she is
represented in the permanent
collections of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art.
Her presentation here will
begin at 7:30 p.m. The public is
cordially invited to attend Miss
Shefrin's lecture, as well as the
exhibit,
"Printmaking in
America," a selection of works
from the permanent collection of
the Roanoke Fine Arts Center
which is currently exhibited in
Bedford Gallery.

Faculty Art Exhibit Held In
Library Through Oct. 31
September 25,
1975 Longwood College announces an
exhibition of works by the faculty
of the Art Department to be held
in Lancaster Library Gallery
from September 29 to October 31,
1975.
Represented will be the
Chairperson, Ms. Barbara
Bishop, with prints and
photographs; David Alexick with
paintings and pottery; Mark
Baldridge with metalsmithing;
Elisabeth
Flynn
with
photographs; Nancy Leitch with
sculpture and drawings; Janice

Lemen, paintings and screen
printed bouquets; Virginia
Mitchell, woodcarving and
textiles; Homer Springer,
paintings; Conway B. Thompson,
sculpture;
Jackie
Wall,
combination woodcut and
silkscreen print; and Dr. Carolyn
Wells, Photographer.
This varied exhibit is open to
the public during regular library
hours:
Monday
through
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.;
Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Saturday, 1 to 5 p.m.; and
Sunday, 6 to 10 p.m.

CLEMENT'S JEWELERS
142 N. MAIN ST.
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA

392-5949
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VOLLEYBALL TEAM

Julie Allen

Lynne Johnson

Judy Amos

Sharon Jones

Katrina Bateman

Kathy Nesbitt

Colleen Blakely

Cov Pack

Robin Bryant

Caty Rafferty

Teri Dunnivant

Sue Rama

Linda Eagle

Debby Thomason

Cathy Holt

Jan Waldron

Terry Johnson
Kitty Wray - - Manager
Susan Bowman — Manager
Mrs. Carolyn Price — Coach

Orientation Discussed
(Continued from Page 1)
student assistants, and the green
and white sing which introduced
the class of '79 to one of
Longwood's basic traditions.
The other side of college life —
academics — was also stressed.
This was the purpose of the
Summer Reading Program. The
importance of the Honor Code
was highlighted, and the
traditional Honor Code singing
ceremony was held.
In comparsion to other
colleges, Ixmgwood's orientation
program is quite extensive. The

Colleges h The News
(Continued from Page 1)
neuroticism and low selfacceptance.
The results of five experiments
by Bern showed that androgynous
men and women 'did just about
everything. They could be
independent and assertive when
they needed to be, and warm and
responsive in appropriate
situations. It didn't matter
whether a behavior was
stereotypically masculine or
feminine; they did equally well
on both."
Androgyny, Bern concluded,
"allows an indiviual to be both
independent
and
tender,
assertive and yielding, masculine
and feminine. Androgyny greatly
expands the range of behavior
open to everyone, permitting
people to cope more effectively
with diverse situations."

formation of orientation groups
of eight to ten students brought
orientation to a move personal
and individual level. The entire
program was geared to alleviate
any fears and answer any
questions that incoming students
might have.
Commenting on this year's
orientation, Rennie Bruno, a
colleague, said. "I think
orientation went better this year
than last year.... maybe it was
because I wasn't a freshman, but
ii didn't seem as structured." She
added "I don't think they should
add anything else to orientation."
With respect to the proposed
apprenticeship program, Rennie
said, "It's a good idea, but how
would it affect elections?"
A junior who served as Student
assistant this year said, "I feel
that the orientation chairman
should be elected because she
represents
the
student
body
the student body should
have a say."
Summing up her feelings on
orientation, colleague Sally
Rennie said "I think, all-around,
orientation was beneficial for the
colleagues, orientation leaders,
and student assistants, as well as
the freshmen."
Any changes made
in
orientation will essentially have
to come from the students.
According to Molly, "student
input is needed at this time." A
change in the election process
will have to be made in the near
future, before major-minor
election proceedings begin.

POCHETTE'S
FLORIST
ROCHIE W. ALLEN, MGR

Wt With To Welcome All
New And

Returning

Students

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Phone 392-4154
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L.C. Hockey Team Takes Two Wins
And One Tie - Sept. 27-28- Home
By KATHY ARTHUR
After cancelling two games due
to rain, the Ijongwood College
Hockey Team finally got it's
season started. The first game
was played Saturday morning
against the Richmond Club. Both
teams played well, considering
the conditions of the field and the
game ended in a 2-2 tie. Cathy
Lowe scored one goal for
Longwood, while Terry Voit
pushed the other goal in, both
goals came in the second half.
Richmond Club scored two goals,
also. Jane Bishop scored the first,
while Janet Grubbs had a goal, to
tie up the game in the middle of
the
second
half.
Jane Grier cleared eleven shots
and one of the attempted goals
was saved by Terry Sawyer.

Longwood's offense stayed on
the move throughout the game as
they attempted fourteen shots.
LC vs. Va. Beach Club
Virginia Beach kept Longwood's
defense alive as they attempted
The Longwood Varsity Squad fifteen goals but the defense was
beat Virginia Beach Club on successful in clearing all the
Sunday afternoon with a score of shots.
2-0. Both goals were scored in the LC J.V. vs. Va. Beach
first half by Terry Voit, while the
The Junior Varsity also
defense held the Virginia Beach
defeated the second team of the
Club's offense scoreless.

Va. Beach Club by a score ol 2A).
Anne Hunt and Terry Donahue
settled the goals for Dingwood.
The entire offense was persistain
as they attempted twelve goals.
Longwood's defense cleared
seven attempted shots and once
again held the Virginia Beach
Club scoreless.
Both teams looked impressive
and seem to be in for a winning
season.

Alumni Association Held Biannual
Meeting - Workshop Held This Year
By JEAN POSSRACK
On September 26, 1975, the
Executive Board of the Alumni
Association held its biannual
meeting. The Executive Board is
composed of national officers of
Alumni Associations. Its own
officers include a president, two
vice-presidents, eight directors,
three committee chairmen, and
class secretaries for the past four
years. Mrs. Nancy Shelton,
Executive
Secretary
and
Treasurer of Longwood's Alumni
Association, was expecting an
attendance of approximately 35,
including Dr. Henry Willett.
The Alumni Council is made up
of 36 chapters. Saturday, at 9:00
a.m., the chapter presidents
joined the Executive Board for
their
annual
meeting.
Approximately 55 were expected
to attend this.
At 9:00 a.m., a registration and
coffee was held. Mrs. D. Nugent,
President of the Alumni
Association Executive Board
welcomed those gathered, after
which Mrs. Shelton gave the
minutes and the Alumni Keport.
Instead of the previous
informational meetings, there
was a workshop this year. At the
workshop, Chapter functions,
including types of functions,
preparations for functions, and
publicity for functions were
discussed.
"How-to"
kits,
compiled by Mrs. Shelton, were
distributed; in these kits were
step-by-step procedures for
giving female, male, and coed
parties.
After the workshop on Chapter
functions, another workshop was
held on the duties of the
individual officers and the
Chapter Board.
The last workshop discussed
the services provided by the
Alumni office. Such services
were providing the printing
materials (which were on
display), the mailing materials,
and a college representative.

After a buffet luncheon, a majority of the alumni hnrbor
question-and-answer session was feelings of regrets. They feel
held with Dr. Willett. The Longwood would possibly have
majority of the questions gone coed In the future, but not
concerned the transition of next year had it not been for
Ixmgwood going coed. Prior to HEW.
the week end activities, Mrs.
Following the question-andSheldon was asked what her answer session, the reports of the
expectations were of the Alumni Alumni Student
Relations
Association's
reaction
to Committee and the Alumni House
Longwood going coed: "We were given.
expected more reaction than
The meeting was adjourned
we've gotten." She said that after which an optional lour of the
there had been no problems Alumni Office and the College
concerning the change. The was given.

A New Name...
.. .longwood College Alumni Association. On April 26,1975,
alumni returning to campus for the annual Founders Day activities voted to change the name of their Association from
Association of Alumnae of longwood College to longwood
College Alumni Association.
Webster's Third New International Dictionary, published in
1966, defines alumna (pi. alumnae) as "a girl or woman who has
attended or who has graduated from a particular school, college
or university," and an alumnus (pi. alumni) as "one who has
attended or graduated from a particular school, college or
university." The new name allows the Alumni Association to
reflect its total membership by using the term alumni, which
represents both males and females. This change was taken in
order to include those males who attended and received their
degrees from Longwood in the 50's, 60's and early 70's. Now this
new name will reflect our entire student body and all of the
college's future graduates.

GRAY'S (Atf#)

Ul

In Two Convenient Location*
209 .North Main Street
r armville Shopping Center
Ancj
Phone 392-3145
Phone 392-3167
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Concert Review: Life And Style Of Barry Manilow
ByJOLEILl
With ;i fanfare of SOUK and
color, the onstage strutting of
these rod glitter gowned buxom
beauties, the Flashy Ladies,",
and the blaring instrumentation
of the backup band, the tall and
super lanky Barry Manilow
exploded into the Richmond
Mosque for his September 27th,
B 00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
performani
Predicted to appeal t«> a crowd
of twelve year olds due to
notoriety <>f Ins three a.m. hits,
Mi. audience instead, proved to
be s decent mixture of viewers
ranging the span from the most
ardent bopper to middle-aged
parent The reason for this,
ihough became readily apparent
as one relaxed m the darkness of
liu Mosque and enjoyed the
versatility
and
excellent
showmanship winch held a New
York City accented appeal for all
The firs! set of the show, which
included as Barry so aptly
worded il material never heard
before, you could call it Virgin
Material', you know like my
vocal backup the
Flashy
Ladies" over there!", also
featured a brilliantly executed,
liumerous medly <>f commercial
jingles, which made Manilow
well known in an ironically
obscure way, long before
"Mandy" was heard on the radio.
The well known commercials
winch Barry wrote and executed
himself include those for State
Farm Insurance, Chevrolet,
Hand-Aids, Stridex, and Bowlene
Toilet Cleaner, and he has
recorded for Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Dr. Pepper, Pepsi,
Jack-in-thc-Box, and McDonalds
The second half of the show,
following a brief intermission for
a costume change, proceeded to
introduce the hustler's delight
"It'sa Miracle," the sentimental
Mandy," and the softly
rendered "Could it be Magic,"
intermingled with heavy solos by
each of the three "Flashy
Ladies." The
performance
throughout exhibited from
Manilow a genuine warmth and
desire if please his audience, as
he reacted to the several rounds
of overwhelming applause with
an
almost
embarrassed
excitement and pleasure. The
encore set, following two
standing ovations featured a
personal interpretation of
Martha and the Vandellas Heat
Wave," and Dancing in the

Streets," and Bette Midler's
Friends" due to his extensive
previous affiliation with this star.
As intriguing in life as on the
stage, the following Biography
provides for the Manilow for
some interesting facts about the
development of this performer
and how and why his songs have
come to be what they are. And so,
about Barry. . .
'In a time when everything
previously trusted seems to be
turning out fake, corrupted, a ripoff, it is comforting to know that
the most likely candidate to be
stereotyped as a fake, the
commercial artist,
Barry
Manilow, is unquestionably not a
fake." I Ben Brooks, Denver
( larioni.
Strong words'* Perhaps. Yet, in
fact, they provide an accurate
portrait of the kind of artist
Barry Manilow has become. It's
just another way of saying that
Barry is the genuine article, in
his songs, his performance, his
artistry.
"Mandy," one of the 1975's top
rd hits, is one of those very
real songs with which Barry
Manilow
has
become
increasingly identified.
A
number one chart record
everywhere, "Mandy," was a
key factor in landing Barry in the
charmed circle of today's
contemporary music scene.
In the same year, two more
major single record successes
and a pair of strong chart albums
also played a key role in an
explosive career. Just as
important, Barry has shown a
colorful
flair
for
stage
presentation that has put him in
his own distinctive class among
popular music's lop performers.
In a word, Barry has arrived as a
major and unique star.
Barry's considerable talents
began developing back in" his
native Brooklyn. There was
always music in the house, and
by the time he was seven, Barry
began accordion lessons.
"You know what you play on
the
accordion,"
Barry
remembered. "T^idy of Spain'...
'Tico Tico'. .." 'i sort of enjoyed
it because everyone in the family
was getting off on it." It wasn't
long before the accordion was
replaced by the piano. An
awareness of jazz and show
music grew and soon there was
classical music and rock and roll
and finally he began creating
music all his own.
Out of high school, Barry's

DUCKS, LTD.
Est. 1975
Nome Of The MS Rugby Football Club

involvement in music was still
only a hobby and the thought of a
professional career was far from
his mind. He enrolled in a night
advertising course at City
College of New York and clipped
ads at an ad agency during the
day. That turned out to be less
than gratifying, and he soon
switched to the New York College
of Music and then to Julliard. A
job at the CBS mailroom paid the
rent.
At CBS he met a director who
asked Barry, eighteen at the
time, to do some arranging for
one of his productions. This led to
vocal coaching, and finally to a
musical of his own, "The
Drunkard." A long-running offBroadway entry, it is still
enjoyed today in community
theatres around the country.
In 1967, he became Music
Director of the award-winning
WCBS-TV
talent
series,
"Callback!" Before long, Barry
was conducting and arranging
music for Kd Sullivan specials.
"Then I put together an act with a
girl singer. I was basically her
arranger and accompanist, but

on our first out-of-town job, they
want<?d a duo. So we said, 'We're
a duo ' "
Soon after a two-year run at
New York's Upstairs at the
Downstairs, the "dynamic duo"
split up. In the Spring of 1972,
Barry filled in as house pianist at
the now-famous Continental
Baths. Two weeks later, Bette
Midler walked in.
"I wasn't that impressed with
her during rehearsal, but she did
a show that night that knocked
me out. I went backstage later
and said to her, 'Where did all
that come from?' "
He became Bette's music
director, conductor and pianist;
co-producing and creating the
arrangements for her millionselling first LP, "The Divine Miss
M," which won her a Grammy as
Newcomer of the Year. Barry
produced her hit single, "Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy," and coproduced her tremendous second
album, "Bette Midler."
When the time came for Bette's
much-heralded 1973 tour, Barry
had just completed his own first
album for Bell (now Arista)

SUN MOVIE
"Billy Jack"

MEALS-MUNCHIES-MUSIC
OCT. 2, 3, 4, ft 5
392-5501
Icrots from the twin towers.

50° IN JEFFERS

Records, and he promised the
label that he would go out and
perform. Bette agreed that while
Barry would continue as her
Music Director, he would also
perform his own songs to open the
second half of the show. He got
excellent reviews.
During his career, Barry has
also written, produced and sung
an amazing number of successful
television and radio jingles. For
instance, it's often Barry's voice
you hear on the very familiar
theme, "You deserve a break
today."
His own first tour concert
commenced in the Spring of 1974,
and the following summer, he
recorded "Barry Manilow II."
By January 1975, "Mandy" had
soared to number one on all
singles charts within nine weeks.
"It's a Miracle" and "Could It Be
Magic" followed in "Mandy's"
footsteps to settle comfortably
among the major hit songs of the
season.
In mid 1975, Barry took time off
from his rigorous concert
schedule to record his third
album for Arista, due for early
Fall release. Meanwhile Barry's
second tour with his band and
"Flashy Ladies," continues to
break box office records from
coast to coast.
And no wonder box office sales
have been booming! Barry's
performance
contains
a
dynamism and sincerity that
audiences simply gobble up.
"Lightheartedness,
humor,
positivity and an over-whelming
sense of professional delivery are
the ingredients of Manilow's
presentation." (Ben Brooksi. It's
a recipe indeed, that seems
destined to keep pleasing record
buyers and concert-goers for a
long time to come.

